INVESTIGATION OF INTERACTION INFILL WALLS AND RC FRAME IN





Base on the pushover analysis, the influence of interaction infill frame to the RC 
frame in asymmetrical structure are: 
1. The structure that have infill wall interact directly to the frame have 0.002m 
more displacement in X direction compare the structure with infill wall without 
interaction. 
2. The structure that have infill wall interact directly to the frame have smaller 
displacement in Y direction in second and third story compare to the other 
structure. 
3. The torsional moment that acting to infill wall without interaction to the frame 
have 31% more torsional moment in first story, 63% more in second story but 
it has 36% less in the third story. 
4. The axial forces that acting to the infill wall without interaction to the frame 
have 14% more axial forces in the first story, 10% more in the second story and 
2% more in the third story 
5. The beam moment of the structure that have infill wall interact to the frame 
have smaller moment compare to structure that have infill wall doesn’t interact 









Suggestions can be given by the author for further research as below: 
1. The column in the first story have to strengthening to avoid the soft story. 
2. For future research could made the loading of pushover with any combination 
or try with different seismic assessment to get more result. 
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